
KELLER UV SANITIZER
TD209B

let your salon and spa journey begin

USER MANUAL



FUNCTION:
A useful basic appliance with UV light for an optical sterilization of kind of instrument, 
brush, surgical tools, knife, scissors, dry towel etc.

OPERATING GUIDANCE:
1. Put the tools into the sterilizer, and then close the door, switch on the “Power” button to 
 start sterilizing.
2. Please take out the tools after one hour sterilizing.

CAUTION:
Do not open the sterilizer in private. Please contact with our agent and qualified technician 
if failure or power cable damage.

WARNING:
1. Please shut off the power after operation.
2. Read through the manual before operating the machine.
3. Don’t open the machine in private. Please send back the machine to our company or 
 our authorized agent for shooting the failure, especially the power cord is broken.
4. Operating the machine in a room temperature of 0-40 centigrade degree.
5. When using the machine.
 a) Need the special person to look at the machine when operating,
 b) Please notice cooling the machine.
 c) When using the glass accessories, please take care of the glass accessories to avoid 
  hurt to the customer.
 d) Please put the machine in the place that the children cannot reach to avoid the 
  accident.
 e) It is hot when the machine is working; don’t touch the shelves in the cabinet by 
  hand.
 f) Do not use the machine in the shower room or the place near the water.
6. Cannot move the machine when the machine is working or in the working status.
7. Please test the accessories by operator first if the accessories need to touch the skin 
 directly, and then apply in the skin of the customer.
8. We do not responsible for the results caused from the wrong installation of the 
 machine. Such as: incompletely grounded device, not fixing the cover oft he water cup, 
 not fixing well the stand and so on.
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